PT’S NEW HOSE DRAINER addresses the needs for truck drivers and workers alike to safely drain hoses without causing long-term damage to the user’s body.

The patented Hose Drainer aids in draining large product delivery hoses without the need for awkward bending and lifting. The Hose Drainer promotes good posture while performing media delivery tasks and eliminates the need to bend over and manually pick up industrial hoses to complete the draining process.

PT’S NEW HOSE DRAINER works by placing the Roller behind the hose lift, the user then walks alongside the hose toward the tank. The Hose Drainer uses gravity to drain any residual fluid in the hose back into the tank.

Visit your local PT Representative or call 1-800-654-0320
www.ptcoupling.com
HOSE DRAINER ADVANTAGES

- Lightweight—Reduces fatigue and potential injuries.
- Ergonomic Design—Easy to use and promotes healthy practices.
- Quality Components—Long lasting, sustaining product.
- Made in the USA
- Compact Size—Fits in most trailer cabinets.
- Telescopic Handle—Easily adjustable for the best grip.
- Mounting hardware included.

ITEM NUMBERS
Hose Drainer Assembly:
89005154

Hose Drainer Rebuild Kit:
89005155

U.S. Patent Number
6918415 B1
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